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A common trend in every field of education is increased litigation. Thc phrase
"legalization of education" is commonly used. Many educators seem to be-

lieve that attorneys instead of educators are in control of thc schools. Although this
might have been true in the 1960s and 1970s. it does not appear to be the trend for
the 1980s.

Education law during the late 1960s and early 1970s primarily involved philo-
sophical issues. Thc courts were asked to address certain social issues; they ac-
cepted this task and discussed the concepts of equality and liberty, and officially
recognized the constitutional rights of students. During this period. individuals
asked the courts to solve perceived social injustices. Education law was focused in
the courts and involved litigation between and among teachers. students, adminis-
trators and parents.

The next phase of education law was played out in a different arena. Throughout
the 1970s education experienced a wave of impact mainly from the U.S. Congress.
Before this time. federal involvement in education had been relatively minimal.
But the same hand that started granting funds began issuing regulations. During
this time, public school administrators encountered thc Lau regulations, the Buck-
ley Amendment, Title IX, Public Law 94-142 as well as more general type of
regulations. such as OSHA. The legislation was primarily enacted to ensure the
rights which had been defined earlier by the courts.

During the first two eras under discussion, there were many important decisions
made by non-educators. In the 1960s. the courts made many major policy deci-
sions and in the 1970s Congress and federal administrative agencies made as many
implementation decisions. Now, in the 1980s it appears thc major substance of
education law will be internal issues involving policies and the educational proc-
ess: personnel management, civil rights, negligence and inzerpretation and appli-
cation of school rules.

The cases of this ra indicate an increased willingness to allow the local school
districts autonomy on these issues unless there is a constitutional or statutory viola-
tion. This chapter presents legal issues which are not discussed in oth'er chapters of
this text. It covers areas which would most likely interest school business adminis-
trators. It is in no way exhaustive of issues in education law. Topics such as corporal
punishment are not discussed as the direct import on school business administra-
tors is minimal. The issues within the chapter include: civil rights, negligence,
contracts, criminal liability, tuition and fees and students' records.
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CM! Rights Liability
,

Recovery for a violation of a personla federal constitutional or statutory rights is

possible under the Civil Rights Act of 1871.' The basic concept extends personal

liability to public officials who violate the federal statutory or constitutional rights

of an individual, such as I student or teacher, It reads:

Every person who, undercolor of any statute, ordinance, regulation,cuom,
or usage, of any State or Dnitorysubjects, or causes to be subjec'ted, any

citizen of the United States or other person within the jurisdiction thereof to

the deprivation of any rights, privileges or inununities secured by the Consti-

tution and laws, shall be liable to the party injured in an action at law, set in

equity, or other proper proceeding for redress.'

The word "person" in Section 1983 has been interpreted to include localgovern-

ments or institutions,' including school districts.' A school board is not immune

from liability under the Eleventh Amendment which protects states as governmen-

tal entities from suit in federal courts,' Thus, the person who has been damaged by

policies or practices which violate federally protected rights can sue the individ-

uals and the institution involved in a Section 1983 action.

Immunity The NW v. Strickland° decision helped to clarify the reach of Sec-

tion 1983 with respect to school board members and their liability. The Court's

holding made it possible for students to sue school board members fora violation

of federal rights. For the first time, the Supreme Court addressed the degree of

protection that local school board members have under Section 1983 as well as the

conditions under which they may lose their immunity. Rbod enunciated a new

standard of immunity: qualified good faith immunity. This limited immunity pro-

vides some degree of security. Under *oda board member can be held liable only

for violation of constitutional rights for:

Knowingly violating a student's constitutional rights. Board members

are legally bound to make decisions consistent with current law; they

cannot disregard what is recognized as settled lava

Unknowingly violating a student's constitutional rights. That is no ex-

cuse if a school board member should have blown what the law was on a

given subject. Ignorance of settled constitutional law is no more excuse

than intentional violation of what is settled law. There is a burden on

school board members to know what current law is.

Acting on the basis of malice. A board member will lose any immunity

he might othemise have had if he sets out intentionally to harm a stu-

dent, acts out of vindictiveness or decides an issue on a spiteful motive.'

This good faith immunity exemption can be generalized to school administrators

acting in their official capacity. "Although the libod holding is limited to the

specific context of school discipline, the court has read libod as equally applicable

to officials where actions affect the constitutional rights of teachers and other

school personnel."

3
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Remedies. Section 1983 clearly provides that a litigant may bring suit under the

Act for compensatory damages as well as for equitable relief, Generally, actual

damages and attorneys fees are awarded to a prevailing pally in a Section 1983

action.

To receive any award some damages must be shown. In Carey v. Piphus' the U.S.

Supreme Court dealt with an issue of nominal actual damages. The case involved

two students who were suspended from school for allegedly smoking marijuana on

the school gmunds. The trial court ruled that the students were denied procedural

due process. The court stated the plaintiffs were technically entitled to darnagesyet

it dismissed the claim as none were shown to exist. On appeal the Seventh Circuit

Court of Appeals reversed, stating that the plaintiffs were entitled to substantial

nonpunitive damages without proof of actual injury, because the suspensionswere

irrelevant. The Supreme Coutt Ivied that in absence of proof concerning actual

damages the students were entitled only to nominal damages, which the Court set

at one dollar. Consistently, court decisions concerning Settion 1983 have also

allowed for the compensation of mental stress and emotional anguish, when proof

of actual damages is also shown.

In addition to damages, attorneys' fees are normally awarded to the prevailing

party in a Section 1983 action." There is no definite scale to set attorneys' fees in

these actions. The amount of the award is left to the discretion of the court, which

makes a reasonable award for time spent on the litigation. Generally, such factors

as time, complexity, size of the award and expertise of the attorney are taken into

consideration." In Hensley v. Eckerhart" the U.S. Supreme Court found that a

court could detemiine reasonable attorneys' fees by multiplying the number of

hours reasonably expended on the litigation by a reasonable hourly rate, Thus, the

actual awards vary from case to case.

What may be considered work on the litigation may vary from case to case also.

The question usually presents itself in terms of how much work the attorney be

compensated for before the case was actually filed in court. In Mb v. County

Board of Education the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that Section 1983 generally

does not permit a court to award fees to a prevailing party for costs incurred for

legal services in an optional state administrative proceeding." However, in New

York Gaslight v. Care, the Supreme Court held that attorney's fees for state ad-

ministtative hearings under Title VII could be awarded under Section 1983. The

difference between the two situations is that in the latter the administrative hearing

process is mandatory and is part of the Section 1983 litigation. In the former, the

1983 action could have been initiated without going through the administrative

process; therefore, the administrative process is not considered part of the litiga-

tion.

Sununary. Civil rights actions are probably the fastest growing category of liti-

gation in education law today. The 1979 Yearbook of School Law' reported a 1,000

percent increase for the previous fifty years in civil rights litigation. These actions

are used to vindicate the infringement of an individual's federal constitutional or

statutory rights. School officials, however, must realize that if they are acting in

good faith they cannot be held liable even if later it is found that the individual's

civil rights were violated. The decision whether to pursue actions into litigation

may be colored by the knowledge that if the opposing party wins, the school district

may be faced with paying its attorney's fees. Thus, it may be wise for administra-

tors to settle out of court those situations where they think it is likely that they
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%old not Otail. What the district may win is offset by the risk that it will also

have to pay the opponent's morney's fees. The best defense against Civil Rights

'fictions is to be knowledgeable of the current state of the law and make decisions

consistent with it.

;Negligence

The most common ton action against teachers and school administrators is neg-

'ligence. Negligence is conduct falling below a legally established standard of care,

resulting in injury to another person. It is failure to exercise due care when subject-

ing another to a risk or danger which causes harm. There are four elements of

negligence, all of which must be present before liability can be found; 1) duty, 2)

breach of duty, 3) proximate cause and 4) actual injuries.'

Duty Before a person can be held liable for another's injury, it must be proven

that he or she had responsibility for or duty to the injured person. A duty can arise

from statutes, contractsor common sense. The courrs have identified three areas of

duties for educators; adequate supervision, proper instrotion and maintenance of

a safe environment. A distinct duty must be found to hold each individual liable for

i negligence action. Thus, for each party sued some duty or connection between

'the injund party and the person being sued must be found, For example, the

administrative duty to maintain safe equipment would include a duty to purchase

appropriate and safe equipment.

Probably the most common negligence action against school personnelinvolves

a student who is injured and claims the injury was caused by the school's or an

individual's failure to adequately supervise students. Clearly, when students are in

school the school personnel have a duty to supervise them. The element of negli-

gence is rarely in dispute when students itle on school grounds during school

hours, but often comes into play when students are off school grounds or on school

grounds before or after school hours.

InFasnav,Roustot7ateenagable,mentaliyretardedcbd
was one of a group of boys who played on the school's special olympics baskitball

team. The team practiced at a nearby school facility, requiring the students to walk

three blocks in heavy traffic. One teacher was supervising the first trip between the

schools. One student dashed into the street against the light and was killed. The

teacher and the school were sued for negligently supervising the students. The

MCI found that the school had a duty to provide an adequate number of supervi-

sors to accompany the team on their way to practice and to choose the safest possi-

ble route. However, in Plesnicar v. Kovach" no liability was found when a student

was struck and killed by a car after participating in extracurricular activities. The

coo found that the school had no duty to provide a crossing guard or bus service

for students following extracurricular activities.

Breach. Once a duty has been established or undertaken, it must be exercised

reasonably. This is one of the most commonly disputed elements in a negligence

action. 'lb be liable for the injury the complaining party must show that the duty

was not wend out reasonably, that a person breached the duty. This standard of

reasonableness varies from circumstance to circumstance; whatmay be negligoiisy

inone sittadon may be a reasonable exercise of one's duty in another. This reason-

ableness standard has been personified by the "reasonable person" The reason-

able person is a fictitious person who is prudent and uses ordinary care and skill

under the same or similar circumstances." The reasonable person also has the

41%tttis
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same superior skill or knowledge as an actor has or makes others believe he has.
Educators hold themselves out to the public as possessing superior skills and un-
derstanding of educational processes. The professional's requirod conduct is that
of a prudent professional ander the same or similar circumstances, School busi-

ness administrators are specially trained professionals; they are held to a standard
of a professional in the field of business when carrying out their duties. In sum, to
determine if the duty has been breached, one asks, what would the reasonable
person do under the same or similar circumstances? Ifthe actions of the actor fall
short of this, the duty has been breached.

A school board in Louisiana was held liable for a $70,000 damage award in

Lawrence v. Granty Parish School BP A student was injured by a power saw
which was stored in the back of the class and was used without authority by the
injured student when the teacher was absent from the room, The court found the

school district liable for unreasonably allowing the machine to be stored in the
back of the classroom; and found the teacher negligent for not properly supervis-
ing the classroom. In Farcisse v. Continental Ins.21 a heavy metal door was shut on

an elementary child's thumb. There the court found no liability on the part of the

teacher or school district. It found no evidence that even though the supervision

afforded the child was not constant, itwas reasonable.

Causation. Next, one must deteinine that the negligent act actually caused the

injury. Thus, if the injury came about for reasons other than the defendant's actions

there is no liability.'Courts require that the negligence of the defendant be the

substantial cause of the harm to the plaintiff, substantial enough to conclude that

act was indeed a cause of the injury There must be an unbroken chain of events

between the act and the resulting injury. If the negligence is not a substantial factor

in producing the harm there is no liability.

A defendant can sometimes be held liable for injuries even if the most immediate

cause was not his or her action. Acts which occur between the negligence and the

injury are called intervening acts. If the intervening act or acts were forseeable, or

the resultant injury was forseeable, the defendent's negligence will be held to be
the legal cause of the injury.

In some situations teachers have been able to refute negligence charges by estab-

lishing that other students' intervening acts were the real cause of the incident, In

Hammond v. Sad' a student was injured by another student who threw a nail

during a woodshop class. The court found that the teacher had provided adequate

supervision and instruction and emphasized that the teacher should not be held

responsible for the injuries resulting from a student disobeying the rules. In m-

other case, a high school studcnt was injured in class when she fell after another

student had knocked the stool out from underneath her. The court found neither the

teacher nor the school liable, primarily because the teacher could not have fore-

seen that one student would do this to another."

Injury. The defendant in a negligence action is liable only if his or her negligence

has caused some actual injury. Even nominal damages cannot be obtained where

no actual loss can be shown. Usually a physical injury to the plaintiff is required

before damages can be awarded. In addition to awards for physical damages

medical bills, loss of prospective earningscourtscan also make award for accom-

panying non-physical injuries, e.g., emotional distress, pain and suffering. In

Smith v. Archbishop of Sr. Loui? an award of $1,250,000 was upheld which in-
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,eluded damages for the child's physical pain and emotional trauma after being
11`ieverelybumed.

Defenses to negligence action. There are several defenses which school dis-
bids and school administrators may use in rebutting negligence charges. In any
tr*igence actiona common line of defense is contributory

or comparative nee!-
gence. Historically, the most den useddefense for governmental bodies is immu-

1 oily. More =illy school personnel have been ableto take advantage of provisions
enacted by some state legislatures. A brief description of thesecommon defenses
Mow.

Both comparative and contributory negligence involvesome fault or negligence
on the part of the injured

person. lb successfully use this defense the defendant
must show that the plaintiff, the injured psity, in some way through his or her own
negligent, actions contributed to his or her own injuries. In determining whether
the plaintiff is negligent the same rules of reasonable care and causation, as dis-

L cussedpreviously, apply.

Under the doctrine of contributory negligence, negligence on the part of the
plaintiff operates as a total bax to recovery That is, once negligence on the part of
the plaintiff is chown, the plaintiff cannot recover for any part of the injuries. In
older cases, courts preventeda plaintiffs recovery if any amount ofnegligence was
shown to have caused the injuries, no matmr how slight. This doctrine has drastic

, results when a plaintiffs injuries are great and his or her own negligence is slight.
Recognizing this inmore modern cases, courts have denied plaintiffs' recovery if
their negligence has beena substantial factor in their own injuries.

In response to the drastic results sometimes caused by the doctrine ofcontribu-
tory negligence nog states have converted to the doctrine of comparative negli-
gence. Most sums have some form of comparative negligence. In comparative
negligence the amount of negligenceand causation of each party iscompared to

'..determine a degree of fault; recovery is based on the relative degree of fault. If the
plaintiffs negligence has caused only ten percent of the injuriessuffered, under
comparative negligence the plaintiff is allowed to recover ninety percent of the
damages; under contributory negligence no damages would be allowed. The spe-
cific provisions of comparativenegligence vary from state to state but the concept
of comparative negligence is generally the same."

Sovereign immunity is a common law precedent which protects a state from
liability, It originates from the sixteenthcentury concept that utbeKingcan do no
wrong° This cmicept was transported across the Atlantic in the early180Ds and
became Ameriosn precedentv Us than thirty years ago negligence actions
against governmental entitieswe virtually nonexistent because most states en.
.joyed tie benefits of sovereign immunity. The doctrine is generally justified be.
cause it limits the flow of public money to private diens in damage awards;
liability payments deplete governmental treasuries and thus detract from other

-finicsions of the govenimental body.This concept is applicable to schools sincethey
are arms of the state and governmental entities in their own right,

Many states,,recognizing the widespread availability of insurance and the injus-
tices which can sometimes accompany a finding of sovereign immunity have done

away with this defense to liability either judiciallyor by legislation. The trend is to
limit tovereign immunity. Only Maryland and Mississippi have retained totalsov-
ereign immunity. Eight states" have set up administrative agencies to hear claims;
usually, these schemes have a short statte of limitations and a maximum level of
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possible damages. Nine states" have abrogated
sovereign immunity in certainclasses of cases. Typically this abrogation involves
motor vehicle suits and actions

in which insurance has been obtained.

The remaining thirty-one states and the District of Columbia have abrogated
sovereign immunity, leaving only governmental immunity. Governmental immu .nity offers protectionfor governmental conduct which involves discretionary func.
tions or duties; it does not protect against proprietary

actions." Traditionally, state
subdivisions, municipalities and school districts have generally only enjoyedgov-
ernrnental immunity The reform in sovereign immunity has had little impact on
governmental immunity. In all of the states

governmental immunity still exists. "In
both the states that have generally abolishedimmunity and the states that generally
retain it subject to exceptions, it is agreedthat the discretionary functions or basic
policy immunity remains as a shield against governmental

liability.""

Thus, school districtsboth in states which have
abrogated immunity and thosewhich have not are not liable for actions made in their governmental functions.

Therefore, a finding that the activity out of which the claim arose was a govern.
mental function will result in a finding ofno liabiliiy for the schools. Forexample;
a student was struck and killedby a car while enroute to catch a school bus at the
bus stop. The school district was sued for negligencein locating the stop and failing
to post signs warning the

passing motorists of the bus stop. The court found tht
district immune since the decision to place the bus stop and warning signs involved
policy making, planningandlor governmental judgment."

This distinction between governmental and proprietary actions is often difficult
to apply and frequently is the cause of conflicting

outcomes on similar facts. One
of the most profound

illustrations of this is shownby Soup v. liscon High School
District No. 1)* and Kellam v. School Bd. of Notfolk. In bothcases the schools had
leased a football stadium to a third party. In botha spectator was injured and sued
each district for negligence in maintaining unsafeconditions. The courts reached
opposite decisionson whether the districts shouldbe given immunity,, differing on
whether the leasing was a governmental function.

In some states, the legislatures have abolished immunity and enacted "save
harmless" statutes. Currently these states include Florida, Connecticut, Iowa,
Massachusetts, New Jersey, Oregon, New York andWyoming." These statutes are
tantamount to liability insumnce policies against personal liability of teachers,
administrators and other school officials when they are acting within the scope of
their employment. Most of these statutes require the school district generally to be
the insurer for theseemployees up to a specifieddollar amount for liability. Typical
wording can be found inthe New York statute;

[lit should be the duty of each board of education, trustee or trustees . . to
save harmless and protect all teachers, practice or cadet teachers, and mem-
bers of supervisory and administrative staffor employees from financial loss
arising out of any claim , demand, suit, or judgment by reason of alleged
negligence or other act resulting in accidental bodily injury to any person
within or without the school building, provided such teacher, practice or ca-
det teacher, or member of the supervisory or administrative staff or em-
ployee, at the time of the accident or injurywas acting in the discharge of his
duties within thescope of his employment!'
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'Malpractice. In the 1970s, it was feared that educationalmalpractice c'ims
mild become quite common. Educators have been earthily avoidingany situ-
lion which might result in an action for educational malpractice brought against

thin. In spite of these concerns there has not yet been an award of damages for

educational malpractk-7 or failure to providean education upheld by an appellate
court.

The seminal case in educational malpractice isPeter W. v. San Francisco Unified

School District." Peter W. received a high school diploma from the San RUC isCO

'schools. Contrary to the California statute requiring graduates to be able to read

over the eighth-grade level?' Peter W. was illiterate. Peter W. sued the district for

;negligence in not teaching him these skills and allowing him to graduate without

;them. The lower court's dismissal of the action was upheld by the California Court

?of Appeals. The court discussed at length the "duty" requirement as it exists in

.'negligence law and found no legal duty on which to base an action. Second, the

court concluded there was no workable standard of care for teaching against which

the defendants' actions could be judged.

'Unlike the activity of the highway or the marketplace, classroom methodol-

ogy affirds no readily acceptable standards of care, cause, or injury. The

science of pedagog itself is fraught with different and conflicting theories of

how or what a child should be taught, andany layman mightand commonly
, doeshave his own emphatic view on the subject."

In addition, the court noted that the degree of certainty that the plaintiff had

suffered an injury, the extent of the injury and the establishment of a causal link

between defendants' conduct and plaintiffs' injuries welt all highly problematic.

The primary motive, apparently, for the court's reluctance in examining these

problems was the public policy involved. The court found a public policy against

allowing such suits because of the burdensome litigation which would be gener-

ated.

Few of our institutions, if any, have aroused the controversies, or incurred

the public dissatisfaction, which have attended the operation of the public

schools during the last few decades. Rightly or wrongly, but widely, they are

charged with outright failure in the achievement of their educational objec-

tives; according to some critics, they bear responsibility for many of the so-
' cial and moral problems ofour society at large. Their public plight in these

respects is attested in the daily media, in bitter governing board elections, in

wholesale rejections of school bond proposals, and insurvey upon survey. To

hold them to an actionable "duty of care," in the discharge of their academic

functions, would expose them to the tort claimsrealor imaginedof disaf-

Wed students and parents in countless numbers. Theyare already beset by

social and financial problems which have gone to major litigation, but for

which DO permanent solution ;LIS yet appeared. The ultimate consequences,

in terms ofpublic time and moony, would burden themandsociety--beyond

calculation."
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The New York court of Appeals stnicka similar action in Donohue v. Copiague '
Union the School Distnct."

This decision was based equally on public policy concerns. The court expressed

concern that recognition of this cause of action would require the courts to make

judgments on the validity of broad educational policies and might eventually re-
quire their hand in review of dayto-day implementation of these policies. This

would contravene the judicial policy ofnot becoming involved in educationalques-

tions." Additionally, the court noted that the public has available administrative

avenues for review through the Commissioner of Education. The court concluded:

"Recognition in the courts of this cause of action would constitute blatant interfer-

ence with the responsibility for the administration of the public school system

lodged by Constitution and statute in school administrative agencies.""

In sum, the courts' denials of educational malpractice claims have primarily
been based on the following arguments.

The lack of an appropriate standard of care against which to measure

conduct,

The fear that recognition of the cause of action will cause a flood of

litigation which would over-burden the courts,

The award of monetary damages would be uncertain and inappropriate,

and

Litigation of such claim would lead to judicial interference in educa-

tional policy making.

Contracts

The general principles of contract law apply to contracts entered into by a school

district. The necessary elements fora valid contract are: 1) offer and acceptance,

2) competent parties, 3) legal consideration, 4) legal subject matter and 5) proper
form.

Both parties must have the legal capacity to enter into a contract before it can be

valid. The school board is recognized as a legally kiompetent entity to enter into a

contract." Most state statutes give the power to make contracts to the board, not to

administrators. However, this does not always prevent "that authority from being

exercised by and through the superintendent," In Smith v. kn Madison Comma.

nity School District the court found that the superintendent had the authority to

modify a board contract. Nonetheless, the board genemlly must extend the origi-

nal offer or ratify an original contract.

In Community Projects v. Wilder" the court found that under the statute empow-

ering the board to enter into contracts the board had exclusive authority to enter

into contracts. The court therefore invalidated an agreement to purchase

goods to be used in a fund-raising activity purchased by a principal. However, in

Hebm v. Livirgston Parish School Board," the opposite result was reached. The

court found that since the board assigned the responsibility to principals to super-

vise extracurricular activities that lead to contacts, the board assumed the ultimate

financial responsibility for those contracts. Thus, the principal had implied au-

thority to enter into a contract on behalf of the board for the expenses of a school
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The difference in ranks in these cases CU be justified by differences in the

statutes empowering the school board. lh be certain of the extent of authority

Iszif admthistrators one should consult controlhng state statutes and interpretations.

When an unauthorized employee enters into an agreement in the name of the

*hod distlict the district is not bound. The contract can be voided by the court."

On such situations the person who is dealing with the employee has the burden of

&tennlning the extent of his or her authority?

LGontracts made by school distticts must be for legal subject matter; thq cannot

beyond the scope of i! school districts' legal authority. As a legislatively ere-

1:01ed entity a school ditict only has the powers conferred on it expressly or by
?few implication by the legislature? Thus, the schooldistrict cannot contract

for goods or services outside of the scope of its authority. In addition, a board

nn ot contract away its governmental functions. In Coalition v. School District

?rams City,°the board bad entered into a contract with a neighborhood associa-
,#on agreeing to open an experimental school for threeyears. The court found this

'Contract invalid because it removed the board's discretion to close the school, thus

*priving them ofa governmental function.

Finally, contracts must be made in the proper form to be valid. The required

:form is dependent on state statetes. The requirements for sc;lool districts may be

ore specific or extensive than for other contracting parties.in the state. When
these requirements an not met thecoact is invalid? Generally, state provisions

lor a Statute of Frauds requires a written thin when the subject matter is real

tpoperty, when the subject matter exceeds the sum of $500, or when the contract

.possibly spans more than one year? In addition to these requirements statutes

'ofta require a school district to undertake a bidding procedure which must also be

followed before there is valid contract? Once again, the requirements will vary

from state to state. Thus the statutes should be consulted before action is taken.

Criminal Liability

School business administrators may be subject to criminal liability within the

scope of their position. Although criminal statute's differ from state to state, the

most common crimes would involve misuse of school funds: larceny, theft and

embezzlement. h is possible to be subject to criminal sanctionsas well as discipli-

nary actions for this type of activity

This activity occurs but there is vet), little written in the literatureor reported in

decisions. However, there is a reported we in New York? in which the defendant

was the school business administrator and purchasing agent for the City School

District of Oswego. He was arrested and convicted on a charge of grand larceny

Arising from the theft of property from the school district. The defendant was

incarcerated on the criminal charges awl suspended from his position without pay

fills months on disciplinary charges. 1 1
,
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Fees

In light of current economic conditions in the United States the practice of
charging fees for various school services is increasing. The cases on this subject
vary, since the challenges are based on state constitutional provisions for "free,"
"thorough" or "uniform" schools, and each provision is subject to its own state
court interpretations. There are twenty-nine states '? which have "free" in their
constitutional provisions establishing schools, and of these, sixteen have had some
legal ruling on the constitutionalityof fee assessments in public schools? Nine of
these sixteen have basically the same wording, "free public system," in their provi-
sions but have had difthrent conclusions reached as to what that wording means.
Following is a descriphon of two typical cases dealing with the subjea Many other
cases einst involving other school services, ef, fees for transcripts," textbook
fees" and lunchroom supervisory fees."

A recent case comes from California; Hartzell v. Connell° involved the propri-
ety of charging a fee for extracurricular activities. This policy was undertaken after
a $1.1 million budget cut as an alternative to drastically cutting extracurricular
activities. All of the programs for which a fee was required were non-credit; but
most were connected to a credit course: varsity football players play in noncredit,
fee-generating interscholastic competition and practice in a credited, non-fee-
generating varsity football cOurse. The district provided fee waivers for students
who could not financially affird the fees; a total of seventy-three waivers were
granted. The California Constitution itquires the legislature to "provide for a
system of common schools by which a free school shall be kept up and supported in

each districee The California Supreme Court recognized that extracarricular ac-
tivities today are "an integral component of public education:1m Accordingly, the

court found that "all educational activitiescurricular or 'extracurricular'
offered to students by school districts fall within the free school guarantee of Ar-
ticle IX, Section 5."

The Montana Supreme Court reached a different conclusion. The Montana
Constitution requires the Legislature "to establishand mintain a general, uniform
and thorough system of public, free, common schools."9 In Gower v. Cascade
Co. School Dist., l59," the court found that provision prohibited schools from
charging tuition for courses and activities which are "reasonably related to a rec-
ognized academic and educational goal ofthe particular school system."" As inter-
preted, the courses and activities which must remain free are those assigned credit

for graduation. Thus, the school districts are able to charge fees for many extracur-

ricular activities and "frills" courses.

'No approaches to determine if a fee can constitutionally be levied have
emerged in the courts. The first approach was adopted by the Michigan Supreme

Court.* Here the court examines the plain, ordinary meaning of the constitutional

language without resorting to extrinsic evidence. The second approach waz
adopted by the Illinois Supreme Cote and analyses the educational practices at
the time the constitutional provision was adopted. This historical approach defines

the education provision by ascertaining the intent of those who framed and adopted
the state constitution.

The first sprach uses a two-step process. The first step is interpreting the

constitution to determine if the language allows any fees. If the court interprets
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"free" to mean without cost, then it usually holds that the state constitution pro-

11 bilks fees for any activities or items considered educational. However, because

some items and activities in schools may not be educational, the court takes a
second step and determines whether the item or activity for which a fee is chuged

coostitutes education. It is in this step that031AS have developed such tests as:

whether the activity is a necessary element of the school program;° whether the

activity is an integral part of elementary and secondary education;° or whether the

activity is reasonably related to a recognized academic or educational goal of the

school system."

Under the second historical approach the courts assume the framers meant

"free" to include only those eictional items and activities offered without

charge by schools at the time of the provision's adoption." If the item was not

provided fret of charge the courts hold that a fet assessment for the activity is

constitutional.

Since the legal authority among the states which have fee questions varies so

widely in the interpretation of the meaning of constitutional provisions on educa-
1 tion, it is impossible to make projections for states that have not yet encountered

this question. It is best to check a state's constitution, cases and attorney general's

opinions on the subject before embarkingon any fee program.

Expenditures

School districts are generally given wide latitude in determining how educa-

tional funds can be spent. The attitude of the courts has been that a school district,

being charged with the responsibility of operating the schools, should have as

much freedom as possible to determine how and when the funds will bespent. The

primary restraint is that the courts require educational funds be spent only on

educational purposes.

A North Carolina case involved the authority of a public school to support a

program for latch-key children.° The program operated after the close of school

and provided a supervised program in which children could do homework, study

or participate in athletic or artistic activities. lrition vas charged to the parents to

defray the cost of the program. The North Carolina Court of Appeals held that the

board was free to permit the expenditures oftax money for the purposes since the

purpose of the program was to further the educational achievement of the students.

Couss have also restricted the use of school funds. The Louisiana Court of

Appeals held that school personnel are prohibited from using tax money for adver-

tising, polling and other promotional activities in support of a political cause.

Ckarly the activities in question were not educational.°

In addition, schools cannot spend funds in contradiction ofcourt orders, or for

purposes other than for which they were specifically allocited. A school district

must spend funds for the purpose for which they were collecS. If a statute re-

quires fund accounting for special tax money, the school board must tztablish and

deposit the money in such a fund. Funds which were raised by bonds or levy for a

particular purpose cannot be delivered to an account with another purpose. There

1, are many examples of these basic rules; two follow.

In/foots v.CommonvalthofPennsyltunian two school districts were prohibted

by the court from issuing a rebate to the taxpayers. The COUn found that the school

tstricts were attempting the relate to prevent surplus funds from going to a newly

W7
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consolidated school district formed by the two defendantdistricts under a desegre-

gation order. The court found this to be in violation of theconsolidation order.

From 1966 to 1973, the annual meeting of the Monrow School District voted to

levy a tax to construct a swimming pool. In 1974, the meting appropriated the

accumulated sum to a sinking fund dedicated to theconsult( ion of the pool. From

1974 to 1979, taxes were continued to be levied and appropriated to the sinking

fund. In 1979 and 1980, the proposal for issuing bonds to raise the additional funds

necessary to construct the pool was defeated. In 1980 the voters also defeated a

referendum allowing the board to use the funds accumulated in the sinking fund for

other purposes. The board next sought to have the sum declared pas of "funds on

hand" so it could be used for other educarional purposes. The Wironsin Court of

Appeals determined that since the funds were specifically dedicated they could not

be diverted into general funds, nor could they be used for otherpurposes without

voter approval.°

Handling Student Records

Because Of widespread dissatisfaction with educators' handling of students' re.

cords, the U.S. Congress passed the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act in

1974, better known as the Bucldey Amendment!' Final regulations, which contain

the essence of the procedures were passed in 1976. The Buckley Amendment

stipulates that federal funds may be withdrawn from any educational agency or

institution which has a practice of failing to provide parents and eligible students

access to their educational records, or which disseminates information to unau-

thorized third parties. In addition, parents and eligible students must be given

hearing to challenge the contents of records which they believe to be inaccurate.

The Education for All Handicapped Children Acr, P.L. 94-142, also dictates the

confidentiality of records.

Those Eligible for Access

A student acquires rights to access his or her records under the Buckley Amend-

ment when he or she becomes eighteen years old and when enrolled in a postsecon-

dary educational institution!' A student under the age of eighteen may gain access

to his or her records if the school chooses to permit it,e1 or if the parents grantaccess

as an authorized third party.

Until students have acquired rights under the Buckley Amendment,parents and

guardians of the student have all rights guaranteed by the Buckley Amendment. A

district may assume that both parents have the right to access unless a court ruling,

state law or other legal authority provides to the contrary.° Under this provision the

school must receive notice that the parent is not to be allowed access, not just that

the parent does not have custodial rights. As stated by one court: "the regulations

implementing the Act allow inspection by either parent, without regard to custody,

unless such access is barred by state law, court order or legally binding instru-

ment."

A parent or an eligible student may consent to third-party access to the student's

educational records. The consent must be in writing, signed and dated and must

specify which records are to be disclosed, the purpose of the disclosure and the
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person(s) to whom clisclosure is to be made." The following situations do :lot

require parental consent before disclosing records.

Records may be relosed to school officials in a district to which the student

intends to transfer after the parent has had a chanx to inspect the records.° In

Itgpa Bd. of Education," the school administrators were found not liable for

'invasion of privacy where they had inadverteady caused a student's psychological

and medical records to be transferred to her new school after the parents had

requested only her academic records be sent. The court held that there was no

liability because "the consent of the parents was not necessary in order to permit

the transfer of all the child's records to thenew schoorgn addition, records may

be released to school officials in the same disirict who have been determined to

have a legitimate educational interest in the records."

Records may be released to various state and national educational agencies when

;:' enforcing federal laws." Records may be released to student financial aid officials,

but only to the extent necessary to determine eligibility.° Records may be released

to accrediting agencies for the purposes of accreditation."

Records may be released in compliance with a cog order after the school has

made a reasonable effort to notify the parent or eligible student of the order prior to

Compliance," In Rios v. Read," a class action suit, several hundred files were

subpoenaed. The court found that even when a number of records are subpoenaed

the school still had the duty to make reasonable efforts to contact the parents and

eligible students involved, although notice by publication or mail would be sac-

. lent. The court we additional guidance in thisarea:

(I)t would seem sensible to require in the disclosure order that the recipients

of the student records void revealing the litigation and destroy the data when

it is no longer needed. But it is neither required or necessary that the defend-

ants redact the names of the students from the records and substitute neutral

identifying information."

Public directory information may be released to the general public. A list of

names and addresses of parents of students falls within the definition of directory

information, and thus can be released without prior consent." The school, how-

ever, must notify parents and eligible students each year concerning what inforrna-

don will be made available as directory information. Parents or eligible students

may request that the school not include their names on the list.*

Information which is not personally identifiable may be released. In Dryston v.

Bd. of Education," the Court required access to standardized test arts after they

were placed in a random order and the name of individual students had been re-

moved.

Finally, records may be released to appropriate persons in an emergency where

such information is necessary to protect the health or safety of the student or other

individuals."

Educational Records

The provisions of the Buckley Amendment extend to all information directly

1, related to the student, recorded in any form and maintained by the school with the

rimary exceptions of:
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1 . notes made by a teacher in a teacher's log which are not disclosed to others,"

and

2. physician's or psychologist's notes which are used for treatment and are not

disclosed to others.'"

Intonation concerning a student received from othersources is not the respon-

sibility of the school district. Thus, where itappeared in a student newspaper that a

student had been suspended and the information was received from sources inde-

pendent of school officials, there was no violation of the Buckley Amendment." In

addition, the school is not responsible for the release of information concerning

suidents and student activities which are not maintained by the school, such as

information kept by independent athletic associations,'"

Access Procedures. The provisions of the Buckley Amendmentrequire a school

to prepare annually a list of procedures and policies governing ACCess to student

records. This policy must also include notification to parents and eligible students

of their rights under the Act." The general ruleson inspection of records are:

I . A school must respond to a written or oral request to inspect within a

reasonable time, not to exceed 45 days."'

2. Authorized persons are entitled to physically inspect allrecords regardless

of their location. They may request access to all their records without having

to specify particular records in which they are interested. A parent or eligible

student may bring another person with him althougha written consent form

for the person may be required by the school.*

3. A school must provide copies of the records on a parent's or student's

request whenever records are transferred to another school,'" whenever in-

formation is released to a third party,'" or whenever denial of copies would

effectively deny the right of access."' A school may charge a reasonable fee

for copying but may not charge for the labor expended in searching for or

retrieving records.'"

4. A school may condition receipt of transcripts on payment of all fees"' and

loam"'

Challenging Coruents. A parent or eligible student may request that the school

amend or delete information they believe to be inaccurate or misleading or which

violates privacy rights."'

If the school refixes, the parent or eligible student may request a hearing on the

issue.'" The hearing must be scheduled within a reasonable time. Notice must be

given to the participants before the hearing with sufficient time to afford them an

opportunity to prepare, and the hearing must be conducted before an unbiased

hearing officer. The parent or eligible student has the right to be represented,

present evidence and receive a reasonably prompt decision."' If the hearing officer

denies the request, the parent or eligible student may place a statement of explana-

tion in the record.

Enforcement. The remedy for a violation of the Buckley Amendment is the

withdrawal of federal funds." The courts have determined thatno altrnate private

remedy exists under the statute.

Summary

In the early years after the Buckley Amendment was passed many schools re-

acted by purging all student files and not allowing any negative comments to be

416
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placed in those files. The Buckley Amelldment does not mean that negative nota-

lions should be taken out of a student's educational record; if they are factual and

;elated'. to the student's education they are legitimate. The Buckley Amendment

'Iwo written in response to tic concern of many parents that they were not allowed

access to their children's record when many other people were allowed access to

42 same record. It was intended only to protect the privacy rights students and

parents have in soidents' educational records.

Conclusion

le the198Okeemathemabstaxededuationinwwfflbejnternahssues

linvolving policies and the educational process: personnel management, negli.

!ince, civil rights actions, handicap* students and interpretation/application of

jihooltules.lbe cases of this era this far indicatean increased vAllingness to allow

iouldionthesnlessflierejsaconstitutionalorstar.
.,?utory violation. The ramification for local school administrators is that they will

have more disation; however, they should exercise this discretion wisely. The

following cautions can be gleaned from anent court opinions:

;I. Be aware of individuals' rights and consider them before acting.

2. Review policies with current constitutional and statutory standards in mind.

3. If policies apply, follow them.

4. Anticipate problems or questions as much as possible and work through them

before they occur.

5. Be aware of rights and laws, but don't let fear of a lawsuit dictate educational

policy.
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